
BUOYED BY THE $4 TRILLION WORTH OF

TRANSACTIONS ANNOUNCED IN 2006,
DEAL-MAKERS ENTERED THE NEW YEAR

IN A ROBUST FRAME OF MIND AND

APPEARED ON TRACK TO SET NEW M&A
RECORDS IN 2007, WITH PRIVATE EQUITY

FIRMS REMAINING SIGNIFICANT

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE ACTION.
WORLDWIDE, A FIRST-HALF RECORD OF

$2.7 TRILLION IN DEALS WAS

ANNOUNCED, ACCORDING TO THOMSON

FINANCIAL, A STUNNING 62% JUMP

FROM 2006. THE U.S. AND EUROPE

WERE NECK-AND-NECK ON TRANSACTION

VALUE, AT MORE THAN $1 TRILLION

EACH, WHILE CROSS BORDER DEALS

ACCOUNTED FOR A RECORD 48% OF VALUE.  
Private equity players accounted

for 24% of transaction value worldwide
and 36% in the U.S., including
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts’ record $44
billion bid for utility group TXU. With
Private Equity Intelligence projecting
the industry will pull in as much as $500
billion this year on top of the $400-plus
billion raised in 2006 (not all of which
was employed), the industry has a stun-
ning amount of capital to employ when
leverage is factored in.

On the heels of its record-breaking
year for transactions in 2006, the asset
management industry remained busy in
the first half, with one mega-deal involv-
ing Nuveen Investments and a number
of New York-based heavyweights active
in the market, including Citigroup,
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Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch and
Morgan Stanley. They were joined by
such familiar buyers as City National
Corp., Federated Investors, UBS and
Wilmington Trust, along with aggressive
new players like Focus Financial
Partners of New York and Syndicate
Asset Management of London.
BlackRock Inc., fresh off its block-
buster deal
w i t h
M e r r i l l
L y n c h ,
acquired a
hedge fund
of funds
m a n a g e r ,
Q u e l l o s
Group, for
a price that
could reach
$1.7 bil-
lion, just one of several notable deals
involving hedge funds or funds of funds.

But the largest deal in the first half
involved the $5.8 billion buyout of
Nuveen by an investor group led by
Chicago-based private equity firm
Madison Dearborn Partners. It was
also the largest asset management deal to
date by a private equity firm. There were
several other private equity deals of note.
TAAssociates, with eight investments in
asset managers prior to 2007, added two
more in the first half, backing the buyout
at Jupiter Asset Management and tak-
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But the largest
deal in the first
half involved
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buyout of Nuveen
by an investor
group led by

Chicago-based
private equity
firm Madison

Dearborn Partners.



ing a stake in a hedge fund of funds business, K2
Advisors. Northern Lights Ventures of Washington
backed the buyout at ABN-owned Tamro Capital Partners.

There were
two billion-dol-
lar-plus deals in
the first half in
Europe: the buy-
out of Jupiter and
a regulatory-
driven transac-
tion in which
Intesa Sanpaolo
acquired Credit
Agricole’s inter-
est in their Italian
asset manage-
ment joint ven-
ture. Among
large, diversified
financial firms,

Merrill Lynch made two acquisitions of companies that
included wealth managers while Morgan Stanley and
Lehman Brothers continued to expand their hedge fund
capabilities via minority share purchases. Indeed, hedge
funds were popular targets for large and diversified finan-
cial firms worldwide, with minority investments remain-
ing the favored strategy.

The emerging markets of China, India and South
Korea beckoned global financial firms as well, with India
playing host to four fund deals as the nation’s economy
zipped along at a 9.1% growth clip in the first quarter
(9.4% for the fiscal year ended March 31). Aside from the
Nuveen deal, the other key mutual fund transaction
involved Thomas Marsico’s buyout of his Marsico
Capital Management from Bank of America. The insti-
tutional sector stayed active, as Aberdeen Asset
Management and Deutsche Bank each concluded their
second deal in three years and Piper Jaffray entered the
asset management industry via the acquisition of an insti-
tutional asset manager.  

Amid generally robust securities markets worldwide
for most of the first half, publicly traded U.S. asset man-
agers recorded solid results, with many posting double-
digit gains in profits and AUM, including T. Rowe Price,
which in the first quarter delivered 22% growth in earn-
ings and a 19% gain in AUM. At Franklin Resources, net
income more than doubled during its fiscal second-quar-
ter, benefiting from the strength of its international funds
and fund inflows, and Nuveen Investments recorded a
17% increase in first-quarter profit. As a group, the stocks
of asset managers within the Dow Jones U.S. Total
Market Index rose more than 12% in the first half of the
year, outpacing the S&P 500 Index by six percentage
points and the broader financial industry by a yawning
14-plus points.

EUROPE STEAMS AHEAD...

The largest proposed deal in the first half slashed
another hole in the protectionist armor of Europe’s bank-
ing industry, as Barclays first made a $90 billion bid for
ABN Amro, a friendly offer that was quickly challenged
by a consortium of three European banks (Banco
Santander, Fortis and Royal Bank of Scotland). While
Barclays is content to swallow ABN whole, more or less,
the consortium aims to carve up the venerable Dutch
institution, which operates in more than 50 countries. 

Although Dutch regulators initially appeared to be
leaning against a breakup of the bank, the drama–which
also engaged the hedge funds investing in the various par-
ties–continued to play out as we went to press, with no
clear winner. Regardless of who gains control of ABN,
the sale will mark the third major European cross border
banking deal in as many years and place additional pres-
sure on banks throughout the Continent to respond in
kind, including within the domestic markets. 

UniCredit, which two years ago took part in one of
those cross border deals when it acquired Germany’s
HVB, continued the consolidation trend in its home mar-
ket of Italy via the purchase of Capitalia for $30 billion,
a deal driven in part by events in the Netherlands.
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Capitalia counts ABN among its shareholders and had
concerns about its own future once that takeover battle
ended. The deal will create the second-largest European
bank (by market capitalization) after HSBC and the fifth
largest in the world. UniCredit had also been in talks this
year with Societe Generale of France, but the negotia-
tions stalled, due in part to
political concerns. SocGen
was itself reported to be
reviewing a bid for BNP
Paribas in what would
amount to a merger of
France’s two largest banks. 

During the first quarter, European Union financial
ministers sought to facilitate additional cross border tie-
ups by proposing new rules limiting the power of nation-
al regulators to stymie bank deals. The proposed rules
limit review time for mergers to 60 days and standardize
regulations across borders. In a related vein, EU finance
ministers also liberalized rules regarding cross border
electronic payments. 

The activity in the banking sector and the torrid
M&A market in Europe underline a more vigorous spirit
on the Continent. In the first quarter of 2007, GDP growth
in the eurozone was a strong 3.1%, outpacing the U.S.
economy for the second straight quarter. The first-quarter
gains come on top of 2.7% growth in 2006, nearly twice
the level of 2005 and the euro area’s best economic show-
ing since 2000. Some 2 million jobs were created in the
euro area in 2006, and by the start of 2007 unemployment
stood at its lowest level in 14 years (7.4%). Growth is
being driven by exports as well as strong domestic
demand. 

PRIVATE EQUITY GOES PUBLIC …

As the private equity industry’s clout has grown in
recent years, key players have displayed a not-so-subtle
contempt for public companies, weighed down as they
are by the short-term demands of investors, not to men-
tion the regulatory requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley.

There was no shortage of ironic comment, then, when
Blackstone Group announced a $4 billion initial public
offering, equivalent to a 10% shareholding, the first such
action by a major private equity firm. (Subsequently, the
share offering nearly doubled, after the Chinese govern-
ment made a $3 billion investment.) 

While the pundits may
have enjoyed taking jabs at
Blackstone, which began
trading on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) in
June, the reaction among
many rivals, investors and

potential targets must have bordered on awe 
once they combed through the prospectus. Between
2003 and 2006, Blackstone’s net income and AUM

jumped 141% and 157% to $2.3 billion and $70 bil-
lion, respectively. 

Blackstone’s action follows the listing for New York
private equity and hedge fund manager Fortress Group,
which began trading on the NYSE in February. The com-
pany’s shares, issued at $18.50, doubled on the first day
of trading, but had settled in the mid-20s by early June.
Och-Ziff Capital Management, a New York-based
institutional alternative asset management firm, filed an
IPO in early July to sell up to $2 billion in shares.  The
following day, legendary private equity firm Kohlberg
Kravis Roberts also announced it filed for an offering,
saying it expects to raise as much as $1.25 billion and use
the proceeds to grow its business.

Publicly traded U.K. hedge fund giant Man Group
indicated its intention to list a single fund (Man Dual
Absolute Return Fund) on the NYSE. Significantly, the
fund will reportedly include a minimum investment of
just $2,000, opening the hedge fund universe to small
investors. Within Europe, with looser regulations on
hedge funds, several individual funds have already been
floated, including last year’s $2.2 billion listing of
Marshall Wace’s MWTops fund. In the first quarter of
2007, seven hedge funds were listed in Europe raising a
total of $1.7 billion.
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In the first quarter of 2007,
GDP growth in the eurozone

was a strong 3.1%, outpacing
the U.S. economy for the 
second straight quarter.



Apollo Management of New York was considering
a private placement that would allow its owners to realize
a payday while avoiding the oversight dictated by a pub-
lic listing. Meanwhile, Goldman Sachs is providing
another option for alternative investment firms through
the creation of a private market open only to institutions
and affluent investors, “GS Tradable Unregistered Equity
OTC Market.” That market has already attracted the
interest of Oaktree Capital Management of Los
Angeles, a 12-year-old private equity firm with $43 bil-
lion in AUM; it plans to raise $700 million through a place-
ment on the new exchange.

… AND TEAMS UP WITH GOVERNMENT

Blackstone itself welcomed a new and unexpected
investor in May: the government of China, which fol-
lowed through on earlier pronouncements that it would
seek alternatives to government bonds for the $1.2 trillion
of foreign exchange reserves it has amassed. Beijing,
generally content to recycle its greenbacks for T-bills,
made a $3 billion non-voting investment in the private
equity firm, through a recently formed state investment
corporation. Perhaps not coincidentally, the announce-
ment came just prior to meetings between the U.S. 
and China, at which the massive trade gap was a key
sticking point. 

Given the tight connection between politics
and business in the Middle Kingdom, the deal is
expected to gain Blackstone access to high-flying
Chinese companies being primed to go public, a
potentially profitable relationship for all involved.
Across several time zones in Washington, it doubt-
less won’t hurt Beijing to be tied to an American
firm whose deep pockets hold the potential for
access inside the halls of Congress, as the private
equity industry picks up its lobbying efforts in tan-
dem with its higher profile.

Just prior to the Blackstone announcement, Beijing
took another step toward liberalizing its management of
the nation’s stash by easing controls on individual invest-
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ments in overseas equity funds, made through the
Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors Program
(QDII). Soon after, reports surfaced that Mellon
Financial was planning to introduce a new international
fund with Southern Fund Management, one of China’s
largest fund managers. 

Meantime, by the end of 2006, China’s mutual
fund industry had passed a new threshold, topping the
$100 billion mark for AUM, about double the level in
2005, according to research firm Z-Ben Advisors. The
jump was the result of a buoyant domestic stock mar-
ket combined with record inflows of $17 billion.
Although the industry remains just one-sixth the size
of Hong Kong’s, China’s estimated $2 trillion pool of
savings is the more salient number, while the nation’s
rapidly growing wealth and tattered public safety net
point to increased demand for such investments.
McKinsey & Co. recently projected that AUM in the
nation’s fund industry could hit $1.4 trillion by 2016,
for an annual average growth rate of 25%. At present,
there are some 30 Chinese mutual fund companies that
are either joint ventures or involve equity stakes held
by non-Chinese firms. 

WEALTH MANAGEMENT

THE WEALTH SECTOR WITNESSED TWO RELATIVELY SIG-
NIFICANT DEALS AND A HOST OF SMALLER ONES IN THE

FIRST HALF, WITH THE TWO LARGEST CONCLUDED BY

FIRMS THAT PURSUE AN AFFILIATE-BASED BUSINESS

MODEL. THROUGH ITS CHICAGO-BASED ASSET MANAGER,
CONVERGENT CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, CITY NATIONAL

CORP. ADDED A 10TH INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AFFILI-
ATE WITH THE PURCHASE OF LYDIAN WEALTH

MANAGEMENT. BASED IN MARYLAND, LYDIAN INCORPO-
RATED AS A SINGLE-FAMILY OFFICE IN 1994 AND NOW

BOASTS ONE OF THE MOST AFFLUENT CLIENT BASES IN THE

INDUSTRY (THE AVERAGE CLIENT HAS $40 MILLION UNDER

MANAGEMENT). SINCE 2003, LYDIAN’S AUM HAS DOU-
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BLED TO $7.3 BILLION. CITY NATIONAL, WITH AUM OF

$28 BILLION PRIOR TO THE DEAL, SAID IT PLANS TO OPEN

AN OFFICE IN LOS ANGELES WITH LYDIAN, WHICH

CHANGED ITS NAME TO CONVERGENT WEALTH

ADVISORS. STEVE LOCKSHIN, CEO OF LYDIAN, SAID THE

LINK PROVIDES HIS FIRM WITH THE RESOURCES IT NEEDS

TO EXPAND TO NEW STATES AND “ACHIEVE OUR GOAL OF

BUILDING AN EXCEPTIONAL WEALTH ADVISORY FIRM WITH

A NATIONAL BRAND.”
Focus Financial Partners, organized just two

years ago with backing from private equity shop Summit
Partners, continued to make its presence felt with the
purchase of three firms operating as wealth managers in
whole or part, in the process tripling its AUM to $15 bil-

lion and bringing
to nine its portfo-
lio of affiliates. 
The largest deal
i n v o l v e d
B u c k i n g h a m
F a m i l y  o f
F i n a n c i a l
Services (AUM:
$7.7 billion), a
13-year-old St.
Louis firm with
both a wealth

management business and a separate turnkey arm that
serves 100 clients. In addition, the firm acquired Sentinel
Benefits Group of Massachusetts, an employee benefits
firm that also manages $2.3 billion in assets; and
Quantum Capital Management of California. Focus
has set an aggressive goal of building a national footprint
by taking stakes in as many as 50 companies in the years
ahead, while leaving local management in place and pro-
viding the benefits of scale.

One of the sector’s most-established play-
ers, Wilmington Trust, acquired Boston-based
Bingham Legg Advisers (AUM: $1.5 billion), an 8-
year-old firm specializing in tax-sensitive invest-
ment strategies. The deal provides Wilmington

with a presence in the fifth-largest high-net-worth
market in the U.S. while providing Bingham and its
clients the benefits of a larger parent. Bingham was
formed in a joint venture between what is now a
leading international law firm, Bingham
McCutcheon, and Legg Mason.

In a deal merging scale with investment
savvy, Merrill Lynch acquired a “non-controlling”
stake in Sterling Stamos Capital Management, a
5-year-old firm run by Peter Stamos, the onetime
chief of staff for former Sen. Bill Bradley. With $4
billion in AUM, the firm invests in alternative and
traditional assets for wealthy investors and institu-
tions. “We will work with Sterling Stamos to grow
their successful business by using Merrill Lynch’s
global resources,” said Merrill. In a second high-
profile deal with a wealth management component,
Merrill acquired First Republic Bank of San
Francisco for $1.8 billion. First Republic has a
total of $16.4 billion in AUM or assets under admin-
istration. Robert McCann, president of Merrill’s
Global Private Client business, said the acquisition
“will enable us to enhance the growth of our pri-
vate client organization by leveraging First
Republic’s very successful model and strategy.”

In a deal reflecting the efforts of smaller, tradi-
tional banks to expand their services and sources of
income, AmeriServe Financial acquired a fellow
Pennsylvanian firm, West Chester Capital Advisors.
Formed in 1994, West Chester offers a large cap product
to private clients and institutions and has $215 million in
AUM. Allan Dennison, president and CEO of AmeriServe,
said the deal will “broaden [AmeriServe’s] fee-
based product options” and extend its presence into 
a “lucrative geographic market”. Another publicly 
traded Pennsylvania bank, Susquehanna Bancshares,
acquired Widmann, Siff & Co. in a bid to strength-
en its existing wealth business. Widmann is an estab-
lished firm in the Keystone State that manages 
more than $300 million in AUM for family trusts 
and institutions. 

In a deal merging
scale with investment
savvy, Merrill Lynch

acquired a 
“non-controlling” stake

in Sterling Stamos
Capital Management, a
5-year-old firm run by

Peter Stamos, the 
onetime chief of staff for
former Sen. Bill Bradley. 
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AFTER A COUPLE OF YEARS DEFINED BY MEGA-MERGERS,
INCLUDING POWER CORPORATION OF CANADA’S $4 BIL-
LION ACQUISITION OF PUTNAM INVESTMENTS AT THE END

OF 2006, THE MUTUAL FUND INDUSTRY RACKED UP ONE

MORE IN THE FIRST HALF, AS MADISON DEARBORN

PARTNERS LED A GROUP OF INVESTORS ACQUIRING

NUVEEN INVESTMENTS FOR $5.8 BILLION (PLUS THE

ASSUMPTION OF $550 MILLION IN DEBT). THE DEAL SET A

NEW THRESHOLD FOR THE BUYOUT OF AN ASSET MANAGE-
MENT FIRM AND WAS ANOTHER INDICATOR OF THE

INCREASING INTEREST IN THE INDUSTRY AMONG PRIVATE

EQUITY FIRMS. TWO YEARS AGO, ST. PAUL TRAVELERS

COS. SOLD ITS MAJORITY STAKE IN NUVEEN, WHICH MAN-
AGES $170 BILLION IN ASSETS. MADISON PAID A PREMIUM

OF 20% OVER NUVEEN’S CLOSING SHARE PRICE ON JUNE 19.
Timothy Schwertfeger, chairman and CEO

of Nuveen, called the deal a “compelling value for
our shareholders” and said it will allow the firm to
accelerate its investment capabilities, products 
and distribution channels.
For Madison Dearborn,
whose diversified portfo-
l io  o f  i nves tmen t s
inc ludes  severa l  o ther
financial services firms
(such as CapitalSource
and PayPal), the Nuveen investment marks its entry
into the asset management business. 

A second major deal involved the buyout of
Marsico Capital Management from Bank of America,
by founder Thomas Marsico, for an undisclosed price.
BoA acquired Marsico in 1998 and 2000 for a total of
$1.1 billion, and has watched AUM at the Denver-based
firm grow nearly sixfold since 2000 to $94 billion.
Marsico said the low cost of borrowing facilitated the
buyback, but told Reuters that the “driving force” was his
desire to “get equity to everyone in the firm.” Marsico
will continue to act as subadvisor to BoA’s Columbia

fund family.  At the end of June, Topeka, Kansas-based
Security Benefit Group agreed to acquire Rydex
Investments, a Maryland based firm for an undisclosed
amount.  The combined firms are expected to represent
roughly $35 billion in AUM.

Other U.S. mutual fund transactions fell into the
“tack-on” category. These included the acquisition by
MFS Investment Management of Bank of America’s
Colonial Funds business, consisting of seven closed-end
fixed-income funds with $1.2 billion in AUM, the largest
of which is the Colonial High Income Municipal Trust
(AUM: $209 million). The funds were advised by BoA’s
asset management arm, Columbia Management
Advisers of Boston, and the sale completes the bank’s
divestiture of its closed-end fund portfolio. In December
2006, BoA sold its two Liberty All Star closed-end equi-
ty funds to ALPS Advisers of Denver.

MFS chief executive Robert Manning,
whose firm manages $190 billion in assets, opined
early in the year that consolidation among medium-
sized firms was in fact a “way off”. He told the
Financial Times that companies with more than

$150 billion in AUM were
“less likely to consolidate
because they can grow
organically, sustain their
margin and afford to pay
the talent in the organiza-
tion to generate the alpha”.

Deals, he said, would play out among those firms
with less than $100 billion in AUM. Last year, MFS
parent Sun Life Financial briefly put the company
up for sale. 

Federated Investors continued to extend its
portfolio beyond money market funds via acquisi-
tion, purchasing Rochdale Investment
Management’s Atlas Portfolio, a $321-million
fund investing in international stocks; it is the sev-
enth fund acquisition Federated has made since
2005. Federated will transfer the assets to the
newly named Federated InterContinental Fund,

MUTUAL FUNDS

A second major deal involved
the buyout of Marsico Capital

Management from Bank of
America, by founder Thomas

Marsico, for an undisclosed price.
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which will continue to be run by the same manage-
ment team. Rochdale, a wealth manager based in
New York, has $2.5 billion in AUM. 

Asia’s emerging markets remained robust,
with a number of major asset managers cutting
deals, including several in India that underline the
keen interest in that nation. In the largest, UBS
paid $120 million for Standard Chartered Bank’s

Indian mutual
fund operation
(AUM: $3.1
billion), the
n i n t h - l a rg e s t
fund manager
in the market.
John Fraser,
chairman and
CEO of UBS
Global Asset
Management ,
called the
acquisition a

“milestone in our plan to build a major presence in
India’s growing funds management industry” and
said it “demonstrates UBS’s broader commitment
to this important market”. (Separately, UBS and
StanChart announced their intention to form a
strategic alliance for fund distribution in Asia, the
Middle East and Africa.) 

Another European asset manager, Robeco,
paid $26 million for 49% of a fund joint venture
with Canara Bank, while Unicredit’s Pioneer
Investments and Bank of Baroda signed a memo-
randum of understanding to form a joint venture
fund company. Pioneer left the Indian market five
years ago after a disappointing experience with a
local partner. ING Vysya Bank sold its 39% stake in
ING Vysya Mutual Fund to Hathway Investments,
controlled by Indian conglomerate Rajan Raheja
Group. ING, which has an existing insurance joint
venture with Rajan, retained a 43% share in the fund

company. Franklin Resources paid $90 million for
the 25% it did not own in two Indian joint ventures,
with total AUM of $5.5 billion. The Indian mutual
fund market accounts for around $74 billion in AUM,
but has been growing in recent years by an annual
average rate of 26%.

ING was also at work in South Korea, where
it acquired Morgan Stanley’s asset manager,
Landmark Investment Management Co. (AUM: $6
billion), in the process nearly doubling its fund busi-
ness in that county. ING, with aggressive plans for
expansion in Asia, last year acquired ABN Amro’s
domestic fund business in Taiwan. Goldman Sachs
acquired fund manager Macquarie-IMM (AUM: $11
billion), majority-owned by Australia’s Macquarie
Bank, while JPMorgan Chase received a license to
set up a wholly owned local asset manager. Korea’s
strong economic growth and the introduction of a
mandatory corporate pension plan have drawn 15
international financial firms to participate in the
asset management business.

In China, several European insurers took
stakes in asset management joint ventures. Italy’s
Eurizon Financial Group purchased a 49% share in
Penghua Fund Management, with $3.5 billion in
AUM. The deal came soon after Eurizon’s purchase of
a minority stake in Chinese life insurer Union Life.
Dutch insurer Aegon took a 49% stake in a joint ven-
ture with China’s Industrial Securities, one of the
nation’s leading securities firms. The company,
Industrial Fund Management, has $2.3 billion in AUM.
Meanwhile, Aviva indicated that it was seeking to
establish a joint venture fund company through its
Morley asset management unit. The U.K. company
already has an insurance joint venture in China with
offices in 15 cities. Nikko Asset Management of
Japan acquired via two separate investments a 40%
stake in Rongtong Fund Management, a mid-size
fund manager based in the booming southern Chinese
city of Shenzhen. 

ING was also at work
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THE INSTITUTIONAL SECTOR REMAINED A CENTER OF

DEAL-MAKING IN THE FIRST HALF, CONTINUING THE

MOMENTUM FROM 2006, WHEN NEARLY $21 BILLION IN

INSTITUTIONAL TRANSACTIONS WAS RECORDED. A LIST OF

BUYERS DOMINATED BY U.S. AND U.K. FIRMS INCLUDED

ABERDEEN ASSET MANAGEMENT, PIPER JAFFRAY AND

WACHOVIA. THE GROWING DEMAND AMONG INSTITU-
TIONS FOR MORE AGGRESSIVE FIXED INCOME PRODUCTS

WAS EVIDENT IN MANY OF THE DEALS, AS BUYERS TAR-
GETED SUCH SPECIALISTS FOR ACQUISITION.

Evergreen Investments, Wachovia’s asset
management arm, acquired a 70% interest in
European Credit Management (AUM: $26 billion), a
fast-growing London-based firm that is one of the
largest fixed income credit specialists in Europe.
Wachovia, which had been ECM’s largest client, said
the deal “is in line with our strategic plan to build addi-
tional expertise in asset management by strengthening
Evergreen’s investment offerings and global distribu-
tion platform”. For ECM, started in 1999 by former
Merrill Lynch executives, the deal provides distribu-
tion muscle, including within the U.S.

Deerfield Triac Capital Corp., a Chicago-
based REIT, cut a deal with its majority shareholder,
Triac Companies, to acquire asset manager Deerfield
& Co. (AUM: $13.7 billion), which has operated as
DTC’s external money manager. DTC paid $290 mil-
lion in stock and shares for control of Deerfield & Co.,
a specialist in credit and structured investment solu-
tions and products. DTC, which went public in 2005
and over the last five years has enjoyed average annual
growth of 16% in AUM, said the deal allows it to “inter-
nalize its investment manager” and provides it with
assets with potentially higher yields than real estate.
Triac, the holding company for the Arby’s fast-food
chain, is controlled by colorful billionaire Nelson Peltz,
who is expected to sell or spin off Deerfield Triac as
part of a corporate restructuring.

Piper Jaffray entered the asset management indus-
try via a $66 million acquisition of Fiduciary Asset
Management, a 13-year-old St. Louis firm with $9 bil-
lion in AUM, primarily in equity vehicles. In 2006, Piper
Jaffray sold its brokerage unit to UBS for $750 million as
it focused on becoming a leading middle market invest-
ment bank. Another Midwest firm, Milwaukee-based
Marshall & Ilsley, paid $21 million for Chicago’s North
Star Financial Corp., a 10-year-old firm with $1.6 bil-
lion in assets under administration. M&I will wrap the
firm into its existing wealth management unit, which
serves institutions and individuals. 

In its second significant cross border deal with
Deutsche Bank in three years, Aberdeen Asset
Management of Scotland purchased Deutsche
Australia Ltd. for as much as $120 million. Aberdeen
gains $12 billion in AUM, enhances its existing busi-
ness in the attractive Australian asset management
market, and strengthens its “global fixed income asset
management platform, by reuniting Deutsche’s
Sydney-based team” with the large London and
Philadelphia businesses that Aberdeen acquired from
Deutsche in 2005. 

For its part, Deutsche said the deal allows it to
narrow its focus in Australia on a distribution platform
that plays off its strengths in alternative investments and
global products, as opposed to running a “domestic man-
ufacturing platform”. Australia, with the fourth-largest
mutual fund market in the world and a large mandatory
retirement savings program, has drawn the interest of
many international asset managers. 

In a transatlantic deal, management at Tamro
Capital Partners of the U.S. bought out ABN Amro
Holdings, backed by private equity firm Northern
Lights Ventures. Founded in 2000, Tamro Capital
manages $750 million in assets, primarily in several
small cap equity funds, and will maintain a distribu-
tion partnership and mutual fund subadvisory agree-
ment with ABN. Northern Lights, based in the 
state of Washington, specializes in investments in
asset managers. 
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THE HEDGE FUND INDUSTRY CAME ROARING OUT OF THE

BLOCKS IN THE FIRST QUARTER, REGISTERING A RECORD

INFLOW OF $60 BILLION, NEARLY HALF THE AMOUNT

TAKEN IN DURING ALL OF 2006, ACCORDING TO HEDGE

FUND RESEARCH. THE INDUSTRY NOW MANAGES SOME

$1.6 TRILLION IN ASSETS. IT ALSO CONTINUED TO DRAW

THE INTEREST OF SOME OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST FINAN-
CIAL FIRMS, INCLUDING CITIGROUP, WHICH THROUGH ITS

ACQUISITION OF HEDGE FUND OLD LANE PARTNERS

(AUM: $4.5 BILLION) INDICATED ITS INTENTION TO

BECOME A FORCE IN ALTERNATIVES. 
The deal, for a price that reportedly could reach

$800 million, also underlined the premium accorded indi-
vidual managers such as Old Lane owner Vikram Pandit,
who was tapped to take over the bank’s alternative invest-
ments unit. That unit had been operating without a chief
executive since the departure of Michael Carpenter one
year ago. Old Lane was only launched in 2006 by Pandit
and other high-profile alumni of Morgan Stanley; it runs
a global, multi-strategy hedge fund and a private equity
fund. “This transaction is an investment as much as it is
an acquisition … in world-class talent at Old Lane,” said
Charles Prince, chairman and CEO of Citigroup.

BlackRock struck a deal with Quellos Group,
a Seattle-based hedge fund of funds manager founded
in 1994 that manages $20 billion in assets. The
upfront pricing included a mix of cash and stock
totaling $750 million, with a potential earnout of
another $970 million over a 3 1/2-year period.
Quellos founder and CEO Jeffrey Greenstein, who
plans to retire when the deal closes, said “we are con-
vinced that partnering with one of the world’s leading
asset managers will afford significant strategic bene-
fits for our clients and great opportunities for our
employees.” BlackRock said it would wrap the
Quellos business into a “unified platform” combining
its hedge and private equity fund of funds. The acqui-
sition catapults BlackRock into the top-10 rankings

for fund of funds manager worldwide, with more than
$25 billion in AUM.

A n o t h e r
New York financial
power, Merrill
Lynch, acquired
close to 20% of
GSO Capi ta l
Partners, a 2-year-
old hybrid with $8
billion in AUM that
manages  hedge
funds and provides
financing for pri-
vate equity deals.
The transact i o n
m a r k s  Merrill’s
second investment
in a hedge fund since 2006, but given GSO’s role in the
private equity industry, this relationship brings an added
benefit: the potential for access to M&A advisory work as
well as the financing required to get deals completed. In
another sign of the increasing links between private equi-
ty and hedge funds, TA Associates of Boston acquired
K2 Advisors, a fund of funds shop based in Connecticut
with $5.5 billion in AUM. TA said it had been seeking an
“institutional-quality” fund of funds firm in which to
invest for “a long time”. As part of the deal, K2 said it
would reinvest some $100 million of the proceeds into its
business.

Lehman Brothers continued its strategy of
taking minority shares in hedge funds, as it made
two more investments in the first quarter, including
the purchase of a 20% stake in New York’s D.E.
Shaw, with $30 billion in AUM one of the world’s
major hedge funds. Lehman now holds stakes in
five hedge funds. Although price wasn’t disclosed
on the Shaw deal, observers believe it was well
above $1 billion, based on valuations for similar
transactions. Started up in 1988 by David Shaw, a
faculty member in Columbia University’s computer
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science department, the firm made its mark by
using complex “quant” models to forge a market-
neutral strategy in global equities. In recent years,
it has added long-only strategies to capture more
institutional business, and in 2006 allowed for
moderate short-selling in those funds. Lehman also
acquired 20% of Spinnaker Capital Group, an 8-
year-old London group with $5 billion in AUM and
a specialty in emerging market bonds.

Morgan Stanley, which in 2006 made a
grand entrance on the hedge fund scene with four
investments on both sides of the Atlantic, this year
looked to Asia, where it took a “significant” minor-
ity share in a Hong Kong-based start-up, Abax
Global Capital Ltd., being run by former execu-
tives from hedge fund Citadel Investment Group
and Merrill Lynch. Abax plans to invest in China,
Hong Kong and Taiwan.  

Within Europe, executives at Julius Baer’s fixed
income hedge fund bought out that business, which has
$9 billion in AUM. The company, subsequently renamed
Augustus Asset Managers, will maintain a subadvisory
relationship with its former parent, which kept a 10%
share.  Julius Baer said it cut its stake because “it did not
make sense” to integrate “this quite distinct business”
into GAM, the London-based alternative asset manager
acquired in 2005. 

In another European deal, BNP Paribas took a
minority stake in a small Parisian hedge fund manager,
Finaltis (AUM: $450 million), and committed to investing
in the firm’s hedge funds. Finaltis was founded in 2001
with backing from Robeco, but bought out the Dutch
firm’s minority stake four years ago. Late last year, BNP
formed a 65%-owned hedge fund, CooperNeff
Alternative Managers, as part of an effort to enhance its
alternative offerings. BNP also acquired a stake in
National Bank of Canada’s hedge fund managed
account specialist, Innocap Investment Management,
as part of a joint venture agreement between the two
companies. Innocap, an 11-year-old firm that advises
more than $2 billion in hedge fund mandates, touts its risk

management capabilities. NBC said the link with BNP
brings “Innocap’s world-class offering to the world-
wide market”.

In the real estate advisory arena, Stockland
Corp. Ltd., Australia’s second-largest property trust,
expanded into the U.K. through the $330 million
acquisition of Halladale Group, a publicly traded
property development and investment company with
$1.6 billion of AUM. It marked the firm’s first acqui-
sition outside Australia and fit its strategy of acquir-
ing a “strong UK operating business rather than just
property assets”. In Japan, asset manager and REIT

Apamanshop Holdings Co. acquired Parex Inc., a
real estate advisor. 
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EUROPEAN DEALS IN THE FIRST HALF WERE LED BY ONE

OF THE LARGEST-EVER BUYOUTS IN THE INDUSTRY, WITH

EXECUTIVES AT JUPITER ASSET MANAGEMENT (AUM: $38
BILLION) PURCHASING THE FIRM FROM COMMERZBANK

FOR SOME $1.3 BILLION. THE MANAGEMENT TEAM, LED

BY JUPITER CHIEF EXECUTIVE EDWARD BONHAM

CARTER, TOOK A MAJORITY STAKE IN THE FIRM, BACKED

BY ESTABLISHED PRIVATE EQUITY FIRM TA ASSOCIATES.
TA HOLDS STAKES IN NINE OTHER ASSET MANAGERS,
INCLUDING AFFILIATED MANAGERS GROUP AND AIM.
COMMERZBANK, WHICH LAST YEAR ANNOUNCED THAT IT

WAS CONSIDERING A PUBLIC OFFERING FOR JUPITER, WAS

REPORTEDLY STYMIED IN THAT EFFORT BY OBJECTIONS

FROM JUPITER MANAGEMENT. THE GERMAN BANK SAID

THE SALE WAS IN LINE WITH ITS STRATEGY OF FOCUSING

ON “CORE MARKETS”.
A British firm that went public in 2005, Syndicate

Asset Management, scooped up two additional compa-
nies in the first half, both based in the Channel Islands, in
a bid to build its institutional business. The larger deal
involved the $35 million purchase of EPIC Investment
Partners (AUM: $5 billion), a holding company for a group
of institutional fixed income specialists. SAM also pur-



chased another fixed income fund manager with $1 billion
in AUM, Insight Guernsey. The two deals, which doubled
SAM’s AUM to $12 billion, are in line with the company’s
strategy of providing “a full spectrum of fund management
services” and bring to eight the number of acquisitions it
has made since 2005.

Barclays Bank also tapped the offshore market in
acquiring Walbrook Group Ltd., a fiduciary services
company in the Channel Islands serving private clients
and corporate customers, with $17 billion in client assets.
Barclays plans to integrate the company into its offshore
wealth business. Towry Law acquired a fellow British
firm, Baker Tilly Financial Services, which has 20,000
private clients, for a reported $19 million. Towry was
itself acquired last year for $74 million by John Scott &
Partners of the U.K., a high-net-worth, financial plan-
ning and employee benefits specialist.

Elsewhere in Europe, BNP Paribas acquired the
private banking business of Kas Bank of the
Netherlands, a deal that adds $1 billion to the $2.4 bil-
lion the French bank already managed in that market
through its subsidiary, Nachenius Tjeenk. In a bid to
strengthen its position in the Nordic countries,
Icelandic financial firm Glitner Bank acquired 68% of
FIM Group, a leading asset manager in Finland with
$4.7 billion in AUM.

In another cross border deal in Europe, Intesa
Sanpaolo and Credit Agricole agreed this year to
unwind their Italian asset management joint venture,
CAAM sgr (AUM: $132 billion), with Intesa acquiring the
French bank’s 65% interest for $1.1 billion. In conclud-
ing the original deal with then-Banca Intesa just two
years earlier, CA merged its small Italian asset manager
with BI subsidiary Nextra Investment Management, the
second-largest asset manager in Italy. The deal was part
of CA’s broader effort to expand its asset management
business outside France. CA also held an 18% share in
Banca Intesa. But following the high-profile merger last
year between Banca Intesa and Sanpaolo IMI, the Italian
Competition Authority mandated the dissolution of their
short-lived asset management joint venture. 

IN AN INDUSTRY WHERE SCALE HAS BECOME CRITICAL TO

SUCCESS, WACHOVIA’S $7 BILLION PURCHASE OF A.G.
EDWARDS IN MAY SWEPT ANOTHER REGIONAL BROKER

OFF THE MAP WHILE PLACING ADDITIONAL PRESSURE ON

THE SMALL NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT PLAYERS LEFT TO

HOOK UP WITH LARGER PARTNERS. FOR WACHOVIA, THE

ACQUISITION OF THE ST. LOUIS-BASED BROKER WAS SIG-
NIFICANT, ADDING 6,600 FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO ITS ROS-
TER OF 8,200, A TOTAL THAT PLACES WACHOVIA JUST

BEHIND MERRILL LYNCH AS THE NO. 2 BROKER IN THE

U.S. (A CLAIM DISPUTED BY CITIGROUP’S SMITH BARNEY

UNIT BASED ON NON-PUBLIC DATA). A.G. EDWARDS ALSO

ADDS $374 BILLION IN CLIENT ASSETS, BRINGING

WACHOVIA’S COMBINED TOTAL TO $1.1 TRILLION,
BEHIND ONLY MERRILL AND SMITH BARNEY. 

Referring to
the consolidation
trend, David Carroll,
president of Wachovia’s
Capital Management
Group, said A.G.
Edwards provided “a
rare chance to solidi-
fy our leadership in
the industry with the
scope and resources required to be the firm of choice for
clients and for quality financial advisors”. The North
Carolina bank, which has acquired seven brokerages
since 1998, paid a rich 21 times 2007 projected earnings
for its latest purchase. In making the deal, Wachovia
hopes to switch many of its new customers to more prof-
itable managed accounts while pitching its broader menu
of banking services. 

The deal immediately led to speculation about the
next regional brokerage target, with Raymond James
Financial an oft-mentioned possibility. Separately, hedge
funds JANA Partners and SAC Capital have been
pressing online brokerage TD Ameritrade to merge with
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E*Trade or Charles Schwab. Meanwhile, Stifel
Financial Corp. of St. Louis scooped up Ryan
Beck & Co. of New Jersey, in a deal that creates
the 12th-largest U.S. brokerage and extends Stifel’s
footprint into the Mid-Atlantic region. Ryan Beck,
which had been part of BankAtlantic Bancorp.,
adds 400 brokers and $19 billion in client assets to
Stifel’s existing network of 700 brokers and $32
billion in assets. In 2006, Stifel acquired the Legg
Mason Capital Markets Group as part of its expan-
sion into the East and Southeast. LPL Holdings,
owned by an investor group led by Carlyle Group
and management, acquired three broker-dealers
based in California, Florida and Illinois from
Pacific Mutual Holding Co., in the process adding
2,200 advisors to its existing network of 6,300. 

In the municipal bond securities market,
which has been going through its own consolida-
tion phase, Royal Bank of Canada acquired
Cincinnati’s Seasongood & Mayer, a leading
underwriter and distributor of municipal debt in
Ohio. The deal enhances RBC’s solid position in
the U.S. municipal investment banking market and
came one month after the bank’s purchase of anoth-
er fixed income specialist, New Jersey-based bro-
kerage J.B. Hanauer & Co. Since the middle of
2006, RBC has made seven acquisitions in the U.S. 

There were several noteworthy deals involv-
ing boutique firms, including Morgan Keegan &
Co.’s acquisition of Shattuck Hammond
Partners, a specialty bank and advisory firm oper-
ating in the health care industry. Morgan Keegan
said the deal “strengthens our firm’s position in an
important industry segment which has potential for
tremendous growth.” Shattuck Hammond has
raised some $13 billion for clients via debt and
equity placements. Macquarie Group of Australia
cut a deal with former New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani to acquire his investment bank boutique,
Giuliani Capital Advisors, which specializes in
corporate restructuring and M&A work. 
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